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Swami: It’s important to have a soul mate. No need to have a 
husband or a partner, soul mate is beyond any relationship. I 
know nowadays everybody has their own crazy ego and hiding 
nature, and maintaining their personal secrets. Every person has 
their own shadow they don’t want to share. Some layer of their 
personality they don’t want to present, to show. Once you can 
show your layer of your personality, then even to your mother 
you can say she’s your soul mate. But how many people are really 
telling A-Z to your mom? Even you went to the club, had a little 
smoke, had girlfriends dating, driving your life crazy and she’s 
smelling it but you’re not telling the truth.  
 
Of course love is there and you’re covering yourself. You want to 
tell but you don’t want to hurt her. You don’t want to create a pain 
in her because she loves you a lot. To protect that love, you’re 
lying there and you’re doing a crime indirectly to cut off the layer 
of a soul mate. But Jesus Christ’s life, he told A-Z as best friend to 
his mother, that’s why she completely understood him. She 
complete understood. And Vedic concept in the planet, the womb 
chakra… even you take Paramahamsa, Shirdi Baba, Buddha, Jesus 
Christ the bhairavi matas – through the women only, they 
received the amazing light, the women is that much powerful than 
the men. 
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Whenever they’re in the battle with Mahakali with Mahishasura, 
they all became one, in the form of Mahakali. Mahakali means the 
most powerful womb chakra on the planet, the most powerful. All 
Sapta Rishis are there, all - Durga, Lakshmi, Saraswati is there; 
Brahma, Vishnu, Maheswara is there - all Gods, Devas, Angels is 
there.  Everything came in one form to fight one negative soul, to 
handle it. That’s called Mahakali form. The biggest, powerful 
punch received so far in the planet to that Mahakali form is Jesus 
Christ. Who really can handle the real her nature, can stand, that is 
the Big Boss. It means, if we’re worshipping Jesus, indirectly 
you’re worshipping Mahakali. All the shat chakras if you see in 
the palm leaves, the jii word is there. Ji sas is there in that palm 
leaf. It’s a part of another form, as a lady of Mahakali structure 
there. I think many people have seen that book. She’s not a 
negative form. Many people have the feeling, the idea, Mahakali 
means negative worshipping goddess.  

Nowadays to handle on this planet three major things are 
important: One is the love, two is power, three is sankalpam 
siddhi – sankalpam siddhi - another word means healing abilities. 
The power is through eyes, can command, dictate through the 
consciousness. Without these three in this Kali Yuga, it doesn’t 
matter how much knowledge you learned, you learned whole 
Bible, you learned whole Bhagavad Gita, you learned whole Vedas – 
without having any love, it’s a waste. Without having any power 
you can’t handle it. Without having any siddhis you can’t handle 
it. So these three are very important. 

Why Jesus Christ demonstrated miracles and powers, even though 
he’s an amazing loving person, is to make the channels open to 
any person. And he made a deal very strongly to take care of 
whatever comes in the planet. No matter how much pain is in the 
planet, he took that pain. Who was made as a physical body who 
came on Earth, who suffered in a beautiful way with Divine Love 
– that is the Big Boss. He’s been through soul level, physical level, 
mental level, but same time carrying amazing powers.  
 
The biggest concept what he made a deal with Her, no matter 
what, he wants to control the complete five elements, and 
manifesting the five elements. It’s not a joke. Like a Shirdi Baba, he 
manifested the fire. He manifested the water, the same time he 
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suffered too – got injured burned. A standard golden statement: 
Once you come in spirituality, if you want to become a strong 
healer, some divine testings must. You need to mentally prepare 
for that. Divine testings, without going through the Divine testings 
you can’t go through, you can’t win it. Whenever the divine 
testings are happening in your life… like, you love your friend, 
you really love the person - he died. You have a lot of money – it’s 
gone. You have lot of peaceful, luxury life – everything gone, 
completely turn broke. You’re in the street because you targeted, 
focused on the divine research. Once you’re on the divine research 
it’s natural, big transmission has to go, even you don’t want to. 
You’re protected, lot of power objects are with you. The same 
time, one part, let it happen. Let it happen. Enjoy that too. Even 
you cannot bear it, cannot tolerate that, then you talk to Guru 
Parampara. You tell to Guru Parampara, then they will take care, 
then they will take care. Like whatever you’re going through, the 
pain and torturing, whenever they were crucifying him on the 
cross, first he took it, no problem. But whenever the crucifixion 
was happening, the beauty of him, there was not even one small 
tear. There was not one small tear - completely smiling. 
 
Now straightly I’m giving a mechanism. He’s the form of, 
amazing structure of winning the Mother. The Mother is nothing 
but purely Mahakali form there: Lakshmi, Durga, Saraswati, 
Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara. He took majority parts of his soul 
out. He allowed a small piece of his soul there. He already merged 
in the Divinity. He’s not one hundred percent there. He’s there, 
but not all his soul capacity is there. He took it out. How to take 
that out from the body? Tonight I’ll draw one chakra, certain 
prayers, then in the future, in the book whatever I’ve translated, 
then you can see that prayer, the mechanism. That soul parts, even 
it got injured and the body got very badly damaged, a soul can 
heal, can re-manifest entire physical body and fixing the other part 
of the soul that got injured.  
 
You got heartbroken. One powerful soul touches you giving you 
as a healing session. Whole your pain is gone. That soul is more 
powerful than the soul who got hurt, but he’s the person of the 
Avatara, of the Mother Divine - pure Shiva character too. Taking 
some soul parts out, let them do action. After the action, coming 
back, completely got healed. It’s only possible coming back 
through the Womb Chakra. Without Womb Chakra you cannot do 
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that. The Womb Chakra is the creation part there, hidden in it. 
You’re going through Womb Chakra giving the soul back to there, 
all angles to the body then it starts to regenerate to the body. Clear 
here? 
 
Luzia:  (inaudible) 
 
Swami: I’ll give the formulas how to enter into the Womb Chakra. 
Before I told you, only third-eye to make the soul travelling. Here, 
how to enter the Womb Chakra to heal anybody. Some miraculous 
healing are happening, they choose any strong powerful lady for 
example, I want to heal a cobra bite that has happened, or if you 
want to demonstrate any miracles, I hit the real Mother Womb’s 
Chakra. I know the real Mother’s certain bijakshras. Taking my 
person mantra, I enter the person’s soul there in their body that is 
injured and getting destroyed, like almost when the soul is going 
out. I’m pumping the energy, fixing that soul very powerfully to 
take care of it’s self to get healed. Clear?   
 
How many people have witnessed with me, the Khandana Yoga, 
with the bird or whatever it is?  
 
Students: (many hands raised).  
 
Swami: That’s pretty good, but you didn’t understand the 
mechanism. Now you’re ready, guys, to understand the 
mechanism. For example, Shirdi Baba, he does the Khandana 
Yoga. We have no idea why he needs to cut his hands and legs 
and just he’s throwing them out. Who comes, entering into 
Dwarkamai, completely Baba has pieces out. Everybody got 
shocked! “Somebody killed Baba in the late night!” Once they 
came back early morning, again he’s happy and sitting and 
smoking and he’s enjoying.  
 
It means everything is a soul making parts, some parts taking out, 
keeping in your consciousness with your Womb Chakra. Whoever 
is linked with Mother Divine, certain strokes you completed, you 
have the commitment with Her, make a pledge with Her, making 
a promise with Her, taking parts of your soul. Then one part, if 
anything happens, getting all your soul parts to enter into her 
Womb Chakra to make it regenerated. Clear? So it means the 
creation point, life and death, is in the Womb Chakra. Life and 
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death is in Womb Chakra. So, tonight later on I’ll read the prayers 
then let’s go the Parakaya Pravesh. What do we mean by Parakaya 
Pravesh?  Jesus Christ, he took some negative spirits and sent it 
into the pigs. What happened to the pigs?  
 
Monika T.:  They started screaming? 
 
Swami: How is it possible? It’s possible. Every soul has a pin 
number. Once you identify the pin number, then you can do the 
Parakaya Pravesh. What is your pin number Monika T.? 
 
Monika T.:  You know my pin number. I’m not happy to share it 
with anyone else.  
 
Swami:   Why not?  What happens?  
 
Monika T.:   If someone has your pin number? 
 
Swami:  Um-hum. 
 
Monika T.:  They can command on your soul. They can take your 
energy. 
 
Swami:  How? 
 
Monika T.:  It’s your soul bank account they’re linking to.  
 
Swami:  So, is there any way you can protect that? 
 
Monika T.:  As long you didn’t tell anybody your number. 
 
Swami: In case you told someone your pin number, they got it, 
how you going to protect it?  How you going to protect it? 
 
Nityaananda:  Well, you said we can’t fix that first of all. And also 
you have other pin numbers you said we charged our personal 
mantra, and if we lose privacy of that, we have to start all over 
again with another personal mantra, but my deeper feeling is you 
can’t fix that. The Guru can help but you have to start again. 
 
Swami:  So far, who got the initiation here, who got a power spot 
in Penukonda, if you lost your personal mantra, there is no way 
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you can fix it, unless the Penukonda Hill disappeared on the 
Earth. It means the hill will never disappear, so there is no fix for 
you.  There’s no way you can fix it. What happens if you tell your 
pin number to somebody? Even Jesus Christ, the top confidential 
pin number he taught, he believed one strong student. He wanted 
to make him powerful. He tried. He told it. He leaked out, then the 
illusion attacked on him very badly. It means, no matter what, 
even you’re an avatar, you’re an incarnation, you’re carrying 
amazing powers… once you released your, the confidential pin 
number...  I taught some of my personal pin numbers, but not the 
confidential, powerful clear one.   
 
Okay, come to the point, Parakaya Pravesh. Every person there is 
a soul pin number. Once if you know the soul pin number, 
through your soul travel, whatever you do going out, like you 
have that access you can hit, like Adi Shankaracharya, you can 
read the story. There is one king’s dead body. Adi Shankaracharya 
is sitting with his students. He really wants to see the lady 
fragrance, lady energy in his life. Then he wants to enter into the 
king’s body to stay, to be with the king’s wife. Then he told his 
students, “I’m dropping my body. I’m entering into that body. Try 
to protect my body carefully, again I’ll come back.” 
 
The first person in India to do that was Adi Shankaracharya. He 
also found the Sri Chakra too. Then he left - he entered king’s 
body. Everybody got shocked. Then he had a little time there. 
Then he saw, “Gosh, I’m not able to do this soul prostitution there, 
forget about it.”  Then he declared, “I’m Adi Shankaracharya. I’m 
a saint.” All people they thought the king is a psychiatric patient. 
He’s emotional like an avadhut. I want to give the clarifications 
about hysteria patients, avadhuts, aghoris… That’s a big subject - I 
want to talk on that. That’s why I asked you, “What are the 
symptoms of hysteria?” The Full Moon and New Moon timings, 
the saints’ behaviors, the spiritual students’ behaviors, we’ll talk 
whole chapter on that. 
 
So, he entered, then he hated it, then he came back to his normal 
body. Then everybody started believing it. Then they want to 
learn what the mechanism is. Then he told it. In Sri Chakra there is 
one bijakshra. That bijakshra, if you implement that you can enter 
into any person’s dead body, any animal, anything very easily, 
very easily you can enter it. I did that in Japan when I was there. 
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For six, seven hours when I was soul travelling. And a few 
fourteen, fifteen years most senior most students, they want some 
proofs and evidence and clarity. Couple doctors are there, taking 
care. Good, it’s done. And lot of shaktipat they received. They’re 
happy, again getting back - took off coming back to India. 
 
To know the pin number of any person, especially who has a 
power spot and who received a personal mantra from Swami, it’s 
not that easy anyone can find it. It’s highly, highly impossible. If 
the person is not my student, yes, you can discover their soul pin 
number. And also the beauty of that pin number, you can heal 
their soul very fastly. You can heal that soul very super fast once 
you touch the third-eye of the person giving a healing, you know 
the person’s personal mantra, you know the soul pin number.  
 
So even the person doesn’t know their personal mantra. For 
example, a movie star comes. He doesn’t know about spirituality. 
Even though he doesn’t know about it, he’s carrying that pin 
number with his soul – that, you need to discover. Once you 
discover it, yes you can play it. Entire the whole creation, even a 
fish, an animal, a tiger, an elephant - yes there is a pin number. 
Because of some pin numbers, to your pin number, to your soul 
got linked - you’re super easily getting attracted there. A spark of 
energy comes very close and thicker. If the pin number is not 
matching, then you’re really fighting, torturing, driving yourself 
crazy. At the time, the master they do a trick. Trick means, he fixes 
a pin number to match a pin number very close there. The master 
who was very good commander on the Womb Chakra, he can go 
and fix to that pin number very close by, then they can be very 
friendly. Even though you like a person, you want to be a soul 
mate but you won’t trust the person, you can fix that person’s pin 
number close by to your pin number, then you maintain as a soul 
mate forever and ever but you should not tell you fixed that, then 
it doesn’t work. It’s purely soul vaastu. 
 
Somebody comes in your house, like a guest. He’s a little strange, 
very uncomfortable energy. He plans to stay for ten days. You 
want to send him within one or two days. Make him to sleep in 
the northwest bedroom, facing north - that’s it. You try - test it. A 
lady in the house, the wife is driving you crazy, you want to leave 
her. I don’t want to give the negative points…you’re very 
uncomfortable, you want to get out but she’s not leaving you. Fix 
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her kitchen in the northeast. Take the kitchen in the northeast, 
cooking towards the south. You don’t have to leave - she’ll beg 
you. “Please I’m going.” She’ll walk away.  
 
A wealthy person, successful person who’s egoism is super high, 
and he’s a criminal harm to the globe. Fix a big swimming pool to 
the southwest of his property - it’s done. Even you can put in his 
bedroom… we don’t need to talk about this stuff, no. I’m sure 
you’ll implement this, guys. Even the elements, what we’re using 
the directions, are that much dangerous, very dangerous the 
elements. Like I’m sitting in my chair, the east-south is extended, 
the northwest is extended, even I’m seeing northeast, the chair 
should be straight, face straight to the east or north. Sitting like 
this - whenever I finish my talk I walk away.  
 
So it’s a soul vaastu. These are all Parakaya Pravesh, Soul 
Travelling, Khandana Yoga, Crucifixion, Dauti Yoga, Vibhutti 
Yoga, Atma Chedana Yoga, Neytra Sandana Yoga, Atma Sam 
Yukta Yoga – these all stuff from thousands of years, the ancient 
knowledge they researched and researched and researched and 
released it. That much power we’re carrying in our shat chakras, 
that much power is hidden in it. The most major power is 
Trineytra Chakra, Womb Chakra then go to Hrudaya Chakra.  
 
So tonight, Swami will write the yantra and prayers - how to split 
the soul with the different layers. I need only the top senior 
students need to stay here. Who cannot understand, they can be 
out for a while then the senior students has to ask the questions, 
“What is this? What is this? What is this?” Then it makes very 
easier clarity mind to me. I have to put the palm leaf book close to 
me and I have to explain that very peacefully step-by-step, then 
it’s recorded and you can listen to it and practice that. The 
information came out. Okay? 
 
And whatever your process, whatever you’re doing it, it’s crystal 
clear there in the books. It’s not your Swami’s masala. I practiced 
it, I tasted it then I’m teaching it. So better top ten, fifteen senior 
students to come with colored pencils and paper to be ready. 
Come, keep drawing it, the layer-by-layer, how to take the soul 
first out, second out, third out, fourth out then can explain.  
 

End of Talk 


